NEW RECYCLE GUIDELINES

As of Tuesday, March 24, 2020

Only the items on the following list will be picked up curbside and they must be separated

We will be providing you with a second bin as soon as possible to make this separation easier. Meanwhile you may use your personal containers (trash can/bin, etc.) for one category.

These items can be placed together

● Cans: tin/aluminum
● Plastics: #1 and #2 (numbers appear in a triangle on the product)

And these items can be placed together

❖ Paper/mailings: Anything that you get in the mail excluding any plastic packaging
❖ Cardboard: Small corrugated boxes (broken down) and/or cereal boxes, etc.

IF THE TWO CATEGORIES ARE COMINGLED, THEY WILL NOT BE PICKED UP!

Please utilize the County Recycling centers for any large corrugated cardboard and glass or anything else that is not included in the lists above.

If you need any further directions please call town hall 868-2653

Or the County at 898-7092